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Babyshop was founded in 2006 with a vision of 
building the best online store in the Nordics for 
children’s clothing, and today it delights 80 000 
customers located in over 50 countries. The store 
has won several notable awards such as The Year’s 
E-commerce Award at the Nordic E-commerce 
Summit 2011, The Best Online Fashion Boutique 
for Children’s Clothing at the Habit Fashion Awards 
in 2012 and most recently E-commerce of the Year 
at the Swedish Retail Awards 2014

• Top lists were added to front and sub-category pages to enhance 
navigation and inspire customers to further purchases.

• Personalized recommendations such as a list of recently viewed 
items were placed on the homepage to re-engage returning  
visitors.

• Automatic cross- and up-sell features were added to product  
pages inspiring customers to shop further, naturally increasing 
AOV and conversion.

• Started sending automated abandoned cart emails to increase 
customer retention. 

• Customers clicking on Nosto’s recommendations have been 81% 
more valuable than customers who didn’t

• Customers clicking on Nosto’s recommendations 
have converted 77% better and have had a 7%  
higher AOV than customers who didn’t.

• Enhanced navigation has increased the time spent 
on the site by 66% while customers simultaneously 
viewed 126% more products.

• 11% of all online revenues have been generated by 
Nosto.

• Abandoned cart emails have had a whopping 16.71% 
conversion rate and have thus been able to capture 
a significant amount of otherwise lost revenue.

To speed up internationaliza-
tion while delivering on their 
brand promise: to offer an 
exclusive shopping  
experience and excellent 
customer service with the best 
mixture of well-known and 
high-quality brands.

Babyshop was looking to increase its  
conversion and AOV, and was on the 
lookout for a highly automated and  
customizable recommendation solution 
to support several language sites. Nosto 
was a logical choice thanks to its  
comprehensive and highly adjustable  
feature set as well as its easy and risk-
free implementation.
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We’ve been really pleased with how Nosto has been able to optimize our site, 
increasing our conversion rate, AOV and overall online revenues. Nosto is also 
very easy to optimize and use, which for us operating in several markets and 
growing fast is vital. We have seen that through the great features and usability 
we are also saving money with Nosto!

Magnus Fredin, CEO at Babyshop
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 Case study: Babyshop
Nosto’s recommendations on www.babyshop.com converted  

visitors into paying customers 77% better and had 7% better AOV. 

Top lists on front page
Automatic cross-sell features and personalized 

recommendations on product page 


